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During a recent visit to Adrian Booths GTG in Tenterden, I had the opportunity to talk to Adrian
about his ‘Erdig’ conversion. I first saw this engine (in a part finished state) at the AGM in February, and I’ve been keen to know more about the work involved since then.
Before I describe the work undertaken by Adrian, I should first state that Adrian thinks anyone attempting this conversion should have basic handicraft skills, would need a drilling machine and
hopefully access to a lathe.
So what follows, whilst not intended to be an exhaustive description of the work undertaken by
Adrian, should help anyone considering this conversion make a more informed decision instead
of just jumping straight in.
Frames
The first job is to move the frames “in” (closer together) to allow the new wheels to be fitted on the
outside of them. This requires new frame ‘spacers’ (including a new strengthening spacer in midframe) and a new buffer beam (and buffers) to be made. The new wheels were turned up from
castings that Adrian already had, but similar castings are probably available from Alan Headech.
The new wheels were fitted to longer axles together with new ‘oilite’ bearings that run in modified
frame slots. The old axles were held in place by shaped holes in the frames, but the new ones
are retained by metal strips screwed to the bottom of the frames in a more traditional manner.
Cylinders
The cylinder ‘assembly’ comprises the two outside cylinders and associated timing valves together with the inside ‘reversing’ valve, all of which are soldered together into a single unit. So to
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re-attach this assembly to the new frame set, two cylinder spacers have to be made and fitted.
These appear to be simply two rectangles of metal of the required thickness, although I imagine
that they were slotted to allow the steam-pipes to pass through them (without un-soldering anything). Adrian also made the point that the wheels had to be small enough to fit without fouling the
cylinders, and with the ones he used it was still necessary to file some small ‘nicks’ on the cylinder block and the rear cylinder covers.
Change to Wheelbase
Adrian felt that the original wheelbase of ‘Erdig’ was a little short for his steam rail-motor and so
decided to extend the wheelbase. He did this by adding extension plates to the internal eccentric
rods. He also made new coupling rods, although he pointed out that the original laser-cut ones
“were a bit on the thin side” and he’d therefore taken the opportunity to fit thicker coupling rods
with improved bearings.
Timing
In setting up the engine, Adrian didn’t initially realise that the timing valve and reversing valve
rods both had ‘timing’ marks cut on them, which made the re-setting of the valve timing slightly
easier.
Platework
To improve the appearance of his engine (to make it more “standard gauge in appearance”)
Adrian raised the footplate slightly, which also improved its clearance from the top of the new rear
wheels. The side tanks are original, but Adrian made a new cab and also added a number of
‘detail’ improvements (including lamp irons, vacuum pipes, scale steps, handrails), whilst discarding some of the over-scale items, such as the boiler bands and original steps. He also moved the
reversing lever and oil cylinder forward out of the doorway, improved the regulator handle and
made a ‘brake handle’ type of control for the gas valve and extension for the oil cylinder cap.
In Summary
So, as you will see the work required, whilst being substantial, is probably ‘doable’ if taken in
small, systematic steps. This conversion will certainly not be for everyone, but it does provide an
“in-between” solution to the dilemma of whether to purchase a completely ready-to-run engine
(not usually a cheap option) or build a completely scratch-built engine (not usually quick or easy
for beginners). Erdig provides all of the finished parts required of a live steamer, including (and
probably most importantly) a complete cylinder and motion set, together with a boiler and gasIET/014
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firing system. It therefore provides an excellent set of working parts that would otherwise take
some time to make from scratch.
Adrian jokes that his engine “Won’t pull the skin off the custard” but in truth it would give someone
(with the necessary care and determination) a very reasonably priced live steamer, capable of
reliably trundling around the line with a few wagons in tow. Given its short wheelbase, the engine
will also negotiate fairly tight curves. It’s certainly worth considering.

Further Notes – by Adrian
Having written up my notes of my conversation with Adrian, I sent him a draft copy for his review.
Adrian not only corrected a few points in the original article, but very kindly also provided further
information, and a detailed drawing to illustrate the work undertaken. At time of writing, I intend to
include this drawing, either as a centre-fold insert, or as a separate sheet.
The cylinder, reversing block assembly lifts out from the top of the frames, there is a recess in the
top of the frames to allow for the steam tubes. There is also a tennon on the cylinder block to locate in a slot in the frames. As the iolite bushes I used had quite a thick flange, the tennons do
not locate in the frames. I should have thinned the flanges, and the cylinders would have then
needed less packing and the tennons may have just entered the slot.
I don’t think it matters as the cylinders are fastened by two 3mm screws. I changed them for
longer cap screws and I also continued the packing up the front of the tennon as shown in the
drawings, not possible at the rear because of the wheel, but probably unnecessary.
I am not sure who produced my wheel castings or what they were originally intended for, possibly
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a 16mm locomotive. Alan Headech has two that may be suitable; 4009, which is 40mm dia. and
4710, which is 46mm dia. (OK if it will turn down to 44mm dia.
The original axle bushes could be used but would need thicker packing, as the flanges are very
thick. They can be retained as in the original, without widening the slots, but it would mean every
time the axle needs removing, the whole loco would need to be dismantled in order to allow the
frames to be removed from the bushes.
The timing seems to be quite critical, both with the cylinder valves and the reversing valve. As
there is a lot of backlash in the linkage, I found it useful to adjust on air, but first put some oil
down the steam pipe. The union threads are 5mm x 0.5mm.
The original screws will hold most of the engine together (a 2mm brass screw with a very neat
3mm hex head) but as I don’t like brass screws, all my new parts are fastened by 8BA steel
screws. All of my new frame spacers are bright mild steel sections, the buffer beams are 3/32” x ¾”
riveted to the ¼” x ¾” spacers. I show an alternative in the drawing using mild steel angle buffer
beams fastened with brass angles, which can be riveted on, simpler for hand tools.
By raising the foot plate and therefore the boiler, the steam tube and union come very close to the
bottom of the centre flue, so need a bit of bending to line up and some tricky maneuvering to get
the union started. Be careful not to cross the threads, as they are very fine.
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